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supramolecular handles for crystal
engineering: a case study with 7-(diethylamino)
coumarin derivatives†

Geraldyne Castro, a Margarita Romero-Ávila, a Norberto Farfán, *a

Rafael Arcos-Ramos *b and Mauricio Maldonado-Domı́nguez *a

In this study, we present the synthesis and detailed solid-state structural characterization of a Schiff-base-

bridged derivative of 7-(diethylamino)coumarin (7-DAC), a molecular block displaying repetitive

aggregation modes in the solid state despite being attached to broadly different molecular frameworks.

To map the supramolecular habits of this unconventional moiety, we carry out a comparative analysis of

the crystal packing in a curated dataset of 50 molecules decorated with the 7-DAC group, retrieved from

the literature. We uncover that self-recognition of the 7-DAC moiety has two main components: a set of

directional C–H/O interactions between neighboring coumarins, and antiparallel dipole–dipole

interactions, taking the form of distinct p-stacking modes. The pendant 7-diethylamino group is key to

the behavior of 7-DAC, favoring its solubilization through its conformational flexibility in solution, while

in the crystalline matrix, it acts as a structural spacer that favors p-stacking interactions. Our findings

present a comprehensive analysis of the preferential arrangements of the 7-DAC fragment in various

(supra)molecular scenarios, confirming that it is (i) a mobile but mostly planar group, (ii) a group prone to

antiparallel aggregation, and (iii) up to 90% likely to pack via p-stacking supported by hydrogen-bonding

interactions. These findings enrich the palette of supramolecular motifs available for the bottom-up

design of organic materials and their programmed construction.
Introduction

Molecular materials are continuous phases whose smallest
components are molecules. These materials, frequently
encountered as glassy or crystalline solids, are held together
mainly by non-covalent intermolecular interactions, weaker and
less directional than the covalent and ionic bonds present in
continuous materials such as diamond, glass, and table salt.
Constructing a molecular material requires encoding in
molecular structures the necessary information to assemble
a macroscopic phase, ideally with precise characteristics and
predictable behavior. This bottom-up approach to the design of
molecular materials can strongly accelerate the advance of
urgent technologies like cleaner light sources,1 ultradense
storage of digital data,2,3 efficient sunlight harvesting,4 and the
miniaturization of electronic devices.5
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Encoding macroscopic properties into microscopic and
discrete molecular structures is one of the challenges in devel-
opingmolecular materials.6–9 There are functional groups prone
to dictate aggregation, like carboxylic acids which form H-
bonded dimers in solution,10 and nucleobases, which readily
associate via complementary H-bonding interactions to form
DNA.11,12 As we will present, similar patterns are observed in
heteroaromatic structures such as coumarin derivatives (Fig. 1).

As these examples show, functional groups that can engage
in H-bonding tend to tailor aggregation due to the strength and
directionality of hydrogen bonds, which make them effective
Fig. 1 Hydrogen bonding motifs in (A) carboxylic acids, (B) 7-(dieth-
ylamino)coumarin (7-DAC).
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Fig. 2 Molecular structure of 7-(diethylamino)coumarin (7-DAC),
a functionalized heterocycle prone to self-assembly, primarily via
coumarin–coumarin C–H/O bonds and dipole–dipole interactions
of the p-stacking type. A secondary motif that is frequently observed
comprises C–H/O bonding between the –NEt2 and carbonyl groups
from neighboring molecules.
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handles for supramolecular assembly.13 In addition to H-bonds,
halogen bonds,14 and p-stacking between aromatic rings15,16

interplay to determine the nal arrangement within organic
solids. Since a material is oen required to display a macro-
scopic response, an ideal molecular building block should
display the desired electronic property or response, like lumi-
nescence or charge-carrier conductivity, and at the same time it
must possess a molecular structure that directs the supramo-
lecular assemblage of the material from the bottom-up, to
display the desired property.

Within the eld of programmable molecular aggregation, we
currently investigate the usability of heterocyclic fragments to
direct self-assembly through their hierarchical organization of
non-covalent interactions, with a primary focus on H-bond
patterning and the concomitant formation of p-stacked supra-
molecular assemblies. Heterocycles engage in p-stacking like
their carbocyclic counterparts, and the heteroatoms in their
structure imbue them with distinct polarities and H-bonding
capabilities. From the vast ecosystem of heterocyclic rings, we
focus on coumarins which, in our experience, tend to form
crystalline solids effortlessly.17–19 Derivatives of 7-DAC, (Fig. 2)
stands out in this respect, because (a) they readily crystallize, (b)
the 7-DAC motif appears to self-recognize, displaying character-
istic stacking patterns, and (c) 7-DAC-derivatives tend to be
reasonably soluble in common organic solvents, such as: CH2Cl2,
CHCl3, toluene, THF, acetone, EtOAc, ACN, EtOH, MeOH, and
DMSO. These qualities are remarkable because functional groups
displaying predictable aggregation modes can serve as building
blocks for the design and construction of (supra)molecular
materials, especially if such aggregation patterns are transferable
between different molecular architectures.
Scheme 1 Synthesis of compound 11.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
As we previously found, coumarin-based molecules exhibit
a propensity to self-assemble into one-dimensional (1D) or two-
dimensional (2D) supramolecular p-stacked arrays; this char-
acteristic makes them interesting candidates for organic elec-
tronic applications, where the predictable aggregation of p-
conjugated molecules is paramount, and where the ideal
candidate molecules are also processable in solution. With
these requirements in mind, we have explored the viability of
distinct covalent linkers to introduce the 7-DAC moiety to
molecules with different native functionalities. Complementa-
rily, we have elucidated the impact of such functionalization on
the materials' electronic structure and on its packing arrange-
ment in the solid state in several 7-DAC derivatives.

As part of our investigation, we currently explore the integra-
tion of the 7-DAC core to nitrogenated heterocycles, as plausible
interfaces between 7-DAC and complexes of transitionmetal ions.
In this context, the 1,2,4-triazole ring caught our attention due to
its known effectiveness as part of corrosion inhibitors for low-
carbon steel,20–26 and to its use as a building block of light-
emitting devices in organic electronic applications due to the
luminescent properties and ready thin-lm formation of several
of its derivatives.27–31 Moreover, it has recently become an
important synthon for Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs) and
coordination polymers. Since the molecular packing of 1,2,4-tri-
azole derivatives tends to be directed by H-bonding interactions,
it allows the controlled bottom-up construction of MOFs and it
has been applied to Fe(II) coordination polymers that present
spin-crossover behavior.32–37

In light of the aforementioned considerations, the impact of
incorporating a 4-amino-1,2,4-triazole (51) moiety into the 7-
DAC nucleus was investigated to assess its inuence on the
solid-state organization.27,31,38 The amino group (–NH2) is
a plausible precursor to an imine or Schiff base p-bridge for the
targeted derivative (Scheme 1). The imine linkage, R–C]N–R0,
lacks the ability to be a classical hydrogen bond donor
group.31–33 We hypothesize that this H-bond-impaired func-
tionality will allow weaker (or less directional) forces, such as
dipolar interactions and planar p-stacking arrangements, to
dominate the crystal phase arrangement.39,40

In this work, we present the synthesis, characterization, and
crystal structure of a novel Schiff-base-bridged 7-DAC derivative,
and we compare its solid-state structure with the full set of 52
crystalline 7-DAC derivatives retrieved from the literature. This
analysis aims to comprehensively evaluate the predictability of
the 7-DAC group orientation and non-covalent interactions
within molecular solids. At the same time, we computed frontier
molecular orbital energies of all the studied compounds, using
density functional theory, charting this way the structural and
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 | 20825
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electronic landscape of the 7-DAC group in its known molecular
contexts. With this study, we seek to expand the understanding of
noncovalent interactions in polar p-systems, enriching the
existing palette of molecular handles to tailor the bottom-up
design and predictable construction of organic solids.

Materials and methods
Experimental section

All reagents used were obtained from commercial suppliers and
used without further purication. Solvents were dried using
standard methods or distilled prior to use. Reactions were
monitored by TLC on precoated silica gel plates (Aldrich silica
gel on TLC plates with 254 nm uorescent indicator) and
revealed by exposure to a UV lamp. 1H and 13C NMR spectra
were recorded using a Bruker 400 MHz spectrometer; chemical
shis (d, ppm) are reported relative to CDCl3. High-resolution
mass spectra were acquired with Bruker micrOTOF-Q II spec-
trometer, and the UV-vis absorption data were acquired with
a Thermo Scientic Evolution 220 spectrophotometer.

Synthesis of 7-(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carbaldehyde,
compound 2

Compound 2 was synthesized from 4-(diethylamino)salicylalde-
hyde in two steps according to a literature procedure,41,42 to give
an orange crystalline solid. Yield: 79%. Rf = 0.2 (hexanes/ethyl
acetate, 8 : 2). Melting point 163–165 °C. 1H-NMR [400 MHz,
CDCl3] (d, ppm): 10.10 (s, 1H, H-11), 8.23 (s, 1H, H-4), 7.40 (d, J =
9.0 Hz, 1H, H-5), 6.62 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.5 Hz, 1H, H-6), 6.47 (d, J =
2.5 Hz, 1H, H-8), 3.46 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H, H-9), 1.24 (t, J = 7.2 Hz,
6H, H-10). 13C-NMR [75 MHz, CDCl3] (d, ppm): 188.0 (C-11), 162.0
(C-2), 159.0 (C-8a), 153.6 (C-7), 145.5 (C-4), 132.6 (C-5), 114.4 (C-3),
110.3 (C-6), 108.3 (C-4a), 97.2 (C-8), 45.4 (C-9), 12.6 (C-10).

Synthesis of (E)-3-(((4H-1,2,4-triazol-4-yl)imino)methyl)-7-
(diethylamino)-2H-chromen-2-one, compound 11

In a round bottom ask equipped with a Dean–Stark distillation
trap, 4-amino-4H-1,2,4-triazole (0.017 g, 0.2 mmol) and 7-
(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carbaldehyde (2) (0.05 g, 0.2 mmol)
were suspended in 5 mL of a 2 : 1 mixture of EtOH and toluene.
20826 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836
The mixture was stirred at reux temperature for 150 h,
frequently draining the Dean–Stark trap and adding more
solvent mixture accordingly. The product was obtained as an
orange precipitate. The solution was cooled in an ice bath, the
solid was ltered and washed with cold toluene. The crude
product was puried by chromatography on silica gel, starting
with CH2Cl2 100%, followed by a linear gradient of CH2Cl2 :
acetone up to an 8 : 2 v/v ratio, to give the product as a bright
orange solid that grows crystals from CH2Cl2 (0.16 mmol,
50 mg, 80%). Rf = 0.15 (CH2Cl2 : acetone 9 : 1). Melting point
(from CH2Cl2): 238–240 °C. FTIR-ATR (n, cm−1): 3105, 3080,
2968, 2950, 2930, 1701, 1603, 1570, 1516, 1502, 1478, 1424,
1351, 1255, 1188, 1180, 1127. 1H-NMR [400 MHz, CDCl3] (d,
ppm): 8.75 (s, 1H, H-11), 8.57 (s, 2H, H-12), 8.40 (s, 1H, H-4),
7.40 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H, H-5), 6.65 (dd, J = 9.0, 2.5 Hz, 1H, H-
6), 6.49 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H, H-8), 3.46 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H, H-9),
1.24 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 6H, H-10). 13C-NMR [75 MHz, CDCl3] (d,
ppm): 161.4 (C-2), 158.1 (C-8a), 153.0 (C-7), 151.8 (C-11), 142.2
(C-4), 138.3 (C-12), 131.5 (C-5), 110.3 (C-6), 110.1 (C-3), 108.5 (C-
4a), 97.3 (C-8), 45.3 (C-9), 12.6 (C-10). HRMS (ESI): calculated for
C16H17N5O2Na ([M + Na]+) 334.1274, found [C16H17N5O2 + Na]+

334.1283. Error: 2.693583 ppm.

Database search, retrieval, and curation of experimental XRD
data

A search on the Crystallography Open Database (05/02/
2024),43–46 7-DAC as parent fragment, produced a total of 82
crystal structures. Solvates, cocrystals, and molecules not con-
taining the 7-DAC fragment were excluded from our analysis.
We found 50 distinct molecules and 52 distinct crystal struc-
tures (including two examples of polymorphism), and the cor-
responding structural data was retrieved as CIF les. Database
IDs and structural parameters of all the retrieved cells are
condensed in Table S2.†

Single X-ray diffraction experiments

A suitable single crystal of compound 11 was mounted on
a glass ber. Crystallographic data were collected with an
Oxford Diffraction Gemini Atlas diffractometer with a CCD area
detector; the radiation using a monochromator of graphite with
lMoKa = 0.71073 Å, at 122 K. The double pass method of scan-
ning was used to exclude any noise. The collected frames were
integrated by using an orientation matrix determined from the
narrow frame scans. CrysAlisPro and CrysAlisRED soware
package47 were used for data collection and integration. Anal-
ysis of the integrated data did not reveal any decay. Collected
data were corrected for absorption effects by a numerical
absorption correction48 using a multifaceted crystal model
based on expressions upon the Laue symmetry with equivalent
reections. The structure solution and renement were carried
out with the OLEX2 analysis program.49 Mercury50 was used to
prepare artwork representation material for publication. Full-
matrix least-squares renement was carried out by mini-
mizing (Fo

2 − Fc
2)2. All non-hydrogen atoms were rened

anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms attached to carbon atoms were
placed in geometrically idealized positions and rened as riding
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Crystallographic data of compound 11

Chemical formula: C16H17N5O2

Formula weight = 311.35
T = 122 K
Crystal system: monoclinic, space group: P21/c
a = 14.3674(10)Å, a = 90°
b = 10.3669(7)Å, b = 103.365(7)°
c = 10.6054(6)Å, g = 90°
V = 1538.12(18) Å3, Z = 4
Dx = 1.344 g cm−3

Radiation: Mo Ka (l = 0.71073 Å)
m(Mo Ka) = 0.093 mm−1 F(0 0 0) = 656.3
Crystal size = 0.1053 × 0.2728 × 0.4735 mm3

No. of reections collected = 4035
No. of independent reections = 3267
2qmax = 59.1° with Mo Ka
Theta range for data collection: 3.9530 to 29.249°
Index ranges: −18 & h & 19, −14 & k & 14, −14 & l & 14
Completeness to theta = 25.2417°, 99.8%
Data/restraints/parameters = 3267/0/210
Final R indices [I > 2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0422, wR2 = 0.1308
R indices (all data): R1 = 0.0563, wR2 = 0.1474
Goodness-of-t on F2 = 1.0953
Largest diff. peak and hole (eÅ−3): 0.3835, −0.2745
Renement method: full-matrix least-squares on F2

Measurement: Oxford Diffraction Gemini Atlas diffractometer
Data collection & cell renement program: CrysAlisPro and CrysAlisRED
Structure solving & renement program: OLEX2
CCDC: 2338583

Fig. 3 ORTEP diagram of compound 11 (CCDC no. 2338583†).
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on their parent atoms, with C–H = 0.95–0.99 Å with Uiso(H) =
1.2Ueq(C) for aromatic and methylene groups, and Uiso(H) =

1.5Ueq(C) for methyl groups. Crystallographic data have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center as ESI
CCDC: 2338583.† The structural cell parameters of compound
11 are condensed in Table 1. The ORTEP diagram is depicted in
Fig. 3.
Density functional theory calculations

We optimized all molecular geometries using the MN15 density
functional51 with the def2TZVP basis set.52 Convergence
thresholds for this procedure were: 10−8 Ha for energy gradi-
ents, 1.8 × 10−4 Ha Å−1 for maximum force, and 4.5 × 10−4 Å
for maximum atomic displacement. Vibrational frequencies
were calculated with the same scheme, using the harmonic
approximation, observing only real frequencies for all minima
and a single imaginary frequency for transition states. The
Conductor-like Polarizable Continuum Model, CPCM,52,53 was
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
employed to approximate the polarity of a molecular crystal as
a continuum of dielectric constant 3 = 3.5, which is the average
of the value range observed experimentally for polar molecules,
from 3 = 2 to 3 = 5.54,55 For brevity, the DFT method just
described, MN15(CPCM)/def2TZVP, will be referred to simply as
the DFT protocol throughout this work. Frontier molecular
orbital energies were calculated using time-dependent DFT with
the DFT protocol, allowing 20 states in the conguration
interaction singles (CIS) procedure.56–58 Results from calcula-
tions are condensed in the ESI le, in Table S4.†

Results and discussion
Synthesis of a Schiff-base-bridged 7-DAC-derivative and
analysis of its crystal structure

As depicted in Scheme 1, 7-(diethylamino)coumarin-3-
carbaldehyde (2) and 4-amino-4H-1,2,4-triazole (51) were sus-
pended in a 2 : 1 mixture of EtOH : toluene under reux
temperature, removing the wet solvent from a Dean–Stark trap
and replacing it as needed. The reaction proceeded to obtain
the Schiff-base-bridged 7-DAC-derivative (11) which aer
column chromatography purication was obtained with a yield
of 80%.

Compound 11was characterized by FTIR, 1H NMR, 13C NMR,
UV/vis, and HRMS. Detailed information and the spectral data
are provided in ESI.†

The FTIR spectrum exhibited several bands between 1400
and 3100 cm−1. The stretching frequency of the azomethine
group (C]N) in 11 is observed at 1701 cm−1 which agrees with
the literature range for similar compounds.59,60 This well-
dened band conrms the formation of the Schiff base. The
structure of 11 was also conrmed by NMR. 1H NMR spectra in
CDCl3 as a solvent, shows the azomethine proton (H–C]N) as
a singlet approximately at 8.75 ppm, and for the 1,2,4-triazol-4-
yl protons (N]C–H) a singlet appears at 8.57 ppm. The protons
of the 7-DAC core exhibited no shiing with respect to the 7-
(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carbaldehyde (2). For the 13C NMR
studies, a signal commonly assigned to the azomethine carbon
atom (C]N) is observed at 151.8 ppm consistent with previous
reports.59

On the other hand, the electronic absorption spectra
[Fig. S7†] were measured in CHCl3, at room temperature. The
compound showed one intense absorption band centered at
471 nm with a shoulder at 450 nm, and 3 overlapped low
absorption bands in the UV region (between 250 and 300 nm).
The low-intensity absorption band can be assigned to n / p*

(azomethine group; –C]N–) and p / p* transitions, respec-
tively, according to previous reports.32,33 The maximum emis-
sion corresponds top/p* transitions (l= 471 nm, 3= 61 973)
due to the conjugation of the 7-DAC with the 1,2,4-triazol-4-yl
fragment.

Compound 11 was obtained as a crystalline orange solid,
soluble in polar solvents, protic and aprotic, like AcOEt and
EtOH. Suitable crystals for single X-ray diffraction were ob-
tained from slow evaporation of a CH2Cl2 dissolution. Relevant
crystallographic data is summarized in Table 1. The crystal
structure of 11 was solved in the monoclinic space group P21/c
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 | 20827



Fig. 4 Crystal structure analysis of 11: relevant hydrogen-bonding interactions between the (A) carbonyl coumarin substituent, (B) ethyl-
substituent, and (C) multilayered p-stacked arrangement.
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with one molecule per asymmetric unit (Z = 4, Z0 = 1). The
crystal packing is discussed in terms of hydrogen bonding
interactions and planar p-stacking between coumarin cores,
ethyl residues, or substituent residues. As a visual guide, we
employ a color code that describes each type of interaction
found: H-bonding interactions between the carbonyl group
C]O of the 7-DAC and any C–H, N–H, or O–H unit is repre-
sented with orange dots ( ), i.e., [N–H O]. Any other type of
supramolecular interaction (hydrogen-bonding or p-stacking)
between any of the groups, cores, or residues previously
mentioned, is represented with magenta dots ( ), i.e., [C–
H N]. A full description of all interactions for each crystal is
available in Table S3.†

The detailed analysis of the crystal packing of 11 reveals that
the carbonyl group interacts with the triazole ring via cyclic
hydrogen bonding interactions [C–H O, R2

1 (7)], producing the
anti-parallel pairing of molecular units [Fig. 4A]. Anti-parallel
pairs interact with their neighbors through (a) cyclic hydrogen-
bonding involving the ethyl chains and the triazole ring [C–
H N, R2

2 (8)] and (b) complementary hydrogen-bonding
20828 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836
interactions [C–H N] between triazole subunits [Fig. 4B],
resulting in a multilayered self-assembled p-stacked structure
[Fig. 4C].
Analysis of molecular crystals containing the DAC moiety

The full set of 50 7-DAC-substituted coumarins considered in
this study, labeled 1–50, is presented in Fig. 5. The crystal
structure for compound 11 is reported in this work. Crystal
structures for 1–10 and 12–50 were retrieved from the Crystal-
lography Open Database. All crystals were inspected for the
presence or absence of planar p-stacking, dened as the inter-
planar distance, dstack less or equal to 4.5 Å, between p-systems
tilted at most 45 °C relative to each other. We found that 47 out
of 52 (90%) examples present various forms of planar p-
stacking.

The 7-DAC-H parent compound 1 displays a full anti-parallel
p-stacking in both available polymorphs, derived from cyclic
[C–H O] interactions between adjacent coumarins and sup-
ported by [C–H O] bonding between carbonyl and ethyl chains
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Molecular structures of 7-DAC-containing derivatives analyzed in this work and retrieved from the Crystallographic Open Database.
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[Fig. 2].17 The carbonyl group in position 2 of the 7-DAC-core is
key to direct self-assembly, displaying synergistic interactions
with various substituents at positions C-3 and C-4 of the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
coumarin skeleton. These interactions facilitate an anti-parallel
coumarin alignment and promote the formation of various
modes of planar p-stacking.
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 | 20829



Fig. 6 Selected examples illustrate how the coumarin carbonyl group acts as a versatile handle in different supramolecular assemblies,
demonstrating a cooperative effect with various substituents.

Fig. 7 Selected examples (53 and 54) illustrate how the coumarin carbonyl group acts as a versatile handle in different supramolecular
assemblies, demonstrating a cooperative effect with various substituents in a series of p-extended 7-DAC derivatives.

20830 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 © 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 8 Selected examples (8, 15, 23, 47) to show how the carbonyl
group acts as a building block within supramolecular assemblies,
showcasing its cooperative effect with complex substituents like rings
or fused cycles.

Paper RSC Advances
Our studies on extending p-conjugation in 7-DAC derivatives
using various p-linkers (amide, alkene, alkyne, phenylene, tri-
azole)61 have evinced the impact of distinct molecular and
electronic structures on the solid-state self-assembly in this
family of compounds. During this continuing effort, we have
produced a series of 7-DAC derivatives that exemplify how the
inherent supramolecular information within the coumarin core
dictates the establishment of primary hydrogen bonding inter-
actions; these interactions, in turn, govern the formation of
diverse p-stacked arrangements dependent upon the C-3
substituent. To illustrate this we can consider the crystal
packing observed in representative 7-DAC-starting materials,
such as 7-(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carbaldehyde (2) and 7-
(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxylic acid (3), where the
coumarin carbonyl group directs self-assembly through
hydrogen-bonding interactions [C–H O, ethyl carbonyl
coumarin] [C–H O, ethyl/coumarin substituent] and [C–
H O, ethyl carbonyl coumarin] [C–H O, ethyl/coumar-
in substituent] respectively, regardless of the functional group
in position 3 of the coumarin bicycle (Fig. 6).

Functionalization of position 3 in the coumarin heterocycle
allows the extension of the p-conjugated system through
different p-connectors (triazole (19), amide (22), alkyne (53) and
p-phenylene (54)). Remarkably, the carbonyl group in position 3
of these p-extended coumarins remains in control of self-
assembly through H-bonding interactions. This prevalent
motif is usually accompanied by antiparallel dipole–dipole
interactions and weak contacts involving the pendant ethyl
chains from the –NEt2 group in position 7 of the coumarin
system and the different substituents at the C-3 position
[Fig. S8†]: [C–H O, coumarin carbonyl coumarin] [C]O p,
carbonyl coumarin substituent] for (19) [Fig. S8†]; [C–H O,
substituent carbonyl coumarin] [C–H O, coumar-
in substituent] for (22) [Fig. 7]; [C–H O, coumar-
in carbonyl coumarin] [C–H O, ethyl coumarin] [C–H N,
substituent substituent] for (53); [C–H O, sub-
stituent carbonyl coumarin] [C–H O, ethyl substituent] for
(54), respectively.

Building upon the preceding discussion, we extended our
analysis to 7-DAC derivatives obtained from the COD database
taking into account the structural features of the substituent
such as size, shape, and interaction capabilities. Data on the
hierarchy of observed interactions, the alignment between
coumarin cores, the p-stacking modes, and detailed analysis of
the directing and non-directing functional groups present in
each derivative are summarized in Table S3 of the ESI† le.

In general, the introduction of electron-donating or electron-
withdrawing substituents, as well as the presence of fused rings
or heterocycles, does not alter the ability of the coumarin
carbonyl group to direct self-assembly via hydrogen bonding
[C–H O] and dipolar interactions [C]O C]O]. Coumarin
molecules are generally aligned in an anti-parallel fashion
enabling diverse p-stacking modes governed by their planarity,
polarity, and stackable surface [Fig. 8].

In certain cases, structural features of substituents or rings
attached to the 7-DAC nucleus can modify or override
coumarin–coumarin interactions, as in compounds 14, 32, 40,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
43, 48, and 50. Said structural features include size, shape, and
p-stackable surface area, and can hinder the formation of the
usual anti-parallel one-dimensional coumarin arrangements
and in some cases promote the formation of parallel-aligned
coumarins [Fig. S9†]. For these 7-DAC derivatives, self-
assembly is primarily governed by substituent–mediated inter-
actions, particularly through p-stacking between fragments
with large-stackable surface areas. This effect is particularly
pronounced in derivatives 40, 48 and 50, where interactions the
7-DAC-nucleus act as a spacer, complementing the substituent's
ability to form two-dimensional p-stacked assemblies [Fig. 9].
Molecular and electronic structure of the DAC-H parent block

The 7-DAC-H parent compound 1 possesses a strong ground-
state permanent dipole, m7-DAC = 6.97 D (Fig. 10A), calculated
with the DFT protocol described in Materials and methods. For
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 | 20831



Fig. 9 Selected examples where interactions from the 7-DAC-nucleus function as spacers, thereby complementing the substituent's ability to
form two-dimensional p-stacked assemblies.
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comparison, the dipole moments of water and dimethylsulf-
oxide, two archetypal polar molecules, estimated with the same
method are mH2O = 1.85 D and for mDMSO = 4.06 D. Therefore,
the frequent appearance of antiparallel p-stacking in crystalline
7-DAC-derivatives (Fig. 10B), is a combination of electrostatic
and geometric features. The electrostatic potential map on the
molecular surface of 1 displays a complex pattern of locally
positive and negative regions (Fig. 10A), which are self-
complementary as evinced by the propensity of the 7-DAC
fragment to form stacked supramolecular dimers. As shown in
Fig. S10,† the molecular dipole moments m calculated with the
DFT protocol for a set of reference molecules lie within 10% of
their experimental values, supporting our choice of DFT
protocol.
Fig. 10 (A) The strong dipole moment of the 7-DAC-H parent compo
molecular electron density. (B) The antiparallel p-stacking of 7-DAC fragm
seen as a combination of dipole–dipole interaction and planar intermole
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The dynamic nature of the pendant 7-diethylamino group in
7-DAC is as important as its electronic properties for the
observed trends. Besides contributing to the polarity of this
building block through the push–pull effect,18,19 the pendant
Et2N– group contributes entropically to the solubility of
a compound incorporating it, following:

Sconf ¼ �R
X

i

pi lnðpiÞ (1)

where Sconf is the molecular conformational entropy, R is the
universal gas constant and pi is the Boltzmann probability of the
ith conformational microstate, calculated as:

pi ¼ Ni

N
¼ � e�Ei=RT

P
N

e�E=RT
(2)
und 1, and the electrostatic potential (ESP) map on the surface of its
ents, a commonmotif in 7-DAC containing molecular crystals, can be
cular contacts.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 11 The conformational space of 7-DAC features seven accessible microstates, separated by low free-energy barriers to the torsion of the
pendant ethyl chains.
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where Ni is the population of microstate i, and N is the entire
population. Each Et2N– group that is released from the solid
state (where it is conformationally frozen) into the liquid phase,
gains torsional degrees of freedom. A static conformational
analysis of 7-DAC-H using the selected DFT protocol reveals
(Fig. 11) that its 7-diethylamino group in solution exists as an
ensemble of seven conformers in rapid equilibrium. At room
temperature, this compact space of rotamers provides
a conformational entropy term, −TDSconf = −0.7 kcal mol−1,
which contributes to the solubilization by:

KEt2N

Ksolid

¼ e�ðDS=RÞx3:21 (3)

The result from eqn (3) implies that the sevenfold increase in
the total number of conformational microstates from the solid
state to the solution phase triples the equilibrium constant
towards dissolution, compared to a rigid group with no exi-
bility. Importantly, the size and shape of the ethyl chains are
sufficiently small to allow dense packing in the solid state in all
7-DAC-containing molecular crystals, a potentially useful
balance between solubility and unhindered dense stacking.

As a nal remark to this section, the highest torsional barrier
in Fig. 11 has a height of 3.4 kcal mol−1 which, approximated
using Eyring's transition state theory:

k ¼ kBT

h
e�ðDGs=RTÞ (4)

corresponds to a rate constant k = 1.0 × 1010 s−1 and a conver-
sion half-life t1/2 = 1.0 × 10−10 s−1. In contrast, rotation around
the C–N bond connecting the Et2N– and coumarin-7-yl moieties
costs between 12.3 and 12.7 kcal mol−1, with correspondingly
longer conversion times (Fig. S11†). Therefore, the Et2N– group
contributes to solubility by means of its conformational
entropy, dominated by the exibility of the pendant ethyl
chains.
Frontier molecular orbital energies of DAC-containing
molecules

We have focused our interest on the solid state of organic
heterocycles, among them coumarins, because their propensity
for dense packing with offset p–p stacking makes them
attractive to investigate their capability as charge carrier phases
in the context of organic materials for optoelectronics. Electron
energy levels in continuous materials are delocalized as bands
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and electronic transitions occur mainly near the highest-energy
occupied and the lowest-energy unoccupied bands, known as
the valence and conduction bands, respectively. In conductors,
these bands overlap, while semiconductor materials display an
energy gap between the valence and conduction bands. In
contrast, discrete molecular materials localize most of their
electron density on individual molecules, and their corre-
sponding electron transitions tend to be similarly localized.
Such a scenario typically involves the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO), apart by
a HOMO–LUMO gap akin to the valence-conduction gap in
inorganic semiconductors.62 Importantly, the energy eigen-
values of the frontier molecular orbitals, HOMO and LUMO, are
accessible through quantum chemical calculation.

In optoelectronic materials, the luminescent or semi-
conducting response of a given molecular material tends to
correlate with frontier molecular orbital (FMO) energy values,
which serve as proxies of the ionization potential (IP) and
electron affinities (EA) of the molecule; IP and EA are critical
parameters for candidate discrimination and for the selection
of suitable electrodes for the implementation of a given mate-
rial into an electronic devices such as a diode or a transistor.63–66

Frontier molecular orbital energies were calculated using a DFT
protocol based on an accurate density functional from the
Minnesota family (MN15), a global hybrid functional with
excellent performance in scenarios with electron degeneracy, as
is the case of organic molecules with extensive p conjugation.
Details are provided in the Materials and methods section and
the scatter of FMO values for all compounds 1–50 are presented
in Fig. 12. All numerical values for FMO energies and optimized
molecular geometries are provided in ESI.†

As shown in Fig. 12A, the FMO energies for the existing 7-DAC
derivatives are in most of the cases centered around �EHOMO ±

sHOMO = −6.29 ± 0.17 eV, which is in the range of values (−6.6 to
−4.4 eV) reported for n-type semiconductors.66 Moreover, the
average LUMO energy is �ELUMO± sLUMO=−1.51± 0.28 eV, within
the range of values (−1.2 to −3.6 eV) reported for p-type semi-
conductors. This ambivalent behavior is illustrated in Fig. 12B
with the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) of compound 11
which, as seen, are delocalized over the entire p-system. Such
delocalization suggests that the 7-DAC fragment, in addition to
being a supramolecular element, can also contribute through
most of its molecular surface to the active orbitals of a semi-
conducting molecular material built upon it, be it an N-type
electron-conductingmaterial or a P-type hole-conductingmaterial.
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836 | 20833



Fig. 12 (A) Frontier molecular orbital (FMO) energies of compounds 1–50, calculated at the MN15(CPCM)/def2TZVP level using density func-
tional theory. Average FMO energies are represented by continuous lines, in colors cyan for EHOMO and magenta for ELUMO. Deviations from the
mean are shown as colored areas around each average line, enclosing±s, one standard deviation. All energies are expressed in electronvolts. (B)
Isocontours for the HOMO and LUMO of compound 11, highlighting the delocalized nature of these molecular orbitals. Surfaces were rendered
on an isovalue of 0.02.
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Summarizing, we presented a detailed structural and elec-
tronic characterization of 7-diethylaminocoumarin (7-DAC),
and compared its impact on the crystal structure of a molecular
solid containing it. The rigidity, planarity, and strong electric
dipole of 7-DAC make it an unconventional structure-directing
functional group, that can be readily incorporated as a substit-
uent into different molecular architectures. A common result is
aggregation by a combination of antiparallel stacking and H-
bonding in 90% of the known experimental examples. We
synthesized and crystallized a highly nitrogenated 7-DAC
derivative 11, which followed the general observed trend.
Heterocyclic molecular fragments are a mostly uncharted space
of structure-directing groups, that will be available to the crystal
engineer when their preferred aggregation and the physical
determinants of it, are known. We contribute to this under-
standing, focused on the 7-DAC fragment.

Conclusions

The coumarin heterocycle displays a strong propensity for
planar p-stacking, a feature that can be employed to direct the
aggregation of molecules into self-assembled molecular mate-
rials. In this work, we synthesize the highly nitrogenated ami-
notriazole derivative 11, covalently tethered to the 7-
diethylaminocoumarin (7-DAC) fragment via a Schiff-base
bridge. We then subject compound 11, and its corresponding
molecular crystal structure, to a comparative analysis of all
available molecular crystals containing the 7-DAC fragment,
which we have consistently observed as a group that dictates the
supramolecular arrangement in molecular crystals. In general
hydrogen-bonding interactions between the carbonyl group in
position 3 of the coumarin heterocycle in 7-DAC and C–H, N–H,
or O–H involving either the coumarin core, ethyl chains or
substituent residues could play a crucial role in this tendency.
We found that 90% of the 52 reported molecular crystal struc-
tures containing the 7-DAC fragment display planar p-stacking,
20834 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 20824–20836
imposed by the coumarin planar structure and its strong elec-
tric dipole moment. We obtained a new molecular crystal con-
taining the 7-DAC moiety, displaying the same general pattern
of aggregation in the crystal phase showcased by 7-DAC-
decorated compounds. The 7-diethylamino group is a key
component of DAC, contributing to (i) the strong electric dipole
present in DAC, and (ii) the solubility of DAC-containing
compounds due to its favorable conformational entropy. Elec-
tronically, DAC-derivatives can behave as n-type and p-type
semiconductors and can, therefore, be versatile building
blocks for the design of supramolecular arrangements with
precisely tuned electronic structures.

Data availability

Crystallographic data for the structures reported in this article are
available in Crystallography Open Database at https://
www.crystallography.net/cod/. The corresponding structural data
was retrieved as CIF les. Database IDs and structural
parameters of all the retrieved cells are condensed in Tables S2
and S3.† All other relevant data generated and analyzed during
this study, which include experimental, spectroscopic,
crystallographic, and computational data supporting the
ndings of this study are available within the paper and its ESI†
les.
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